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in my opinion, this book is the best volume for those who want to gain knowledge of the
quran and its science, and with this knowledge, they will be able to prevent the
ignorance of some misguided muslims. as-salamu alaykum. in this booklet, it has been
translated into arabic, although it contains language and style of arabic. just through
reading the tafsir, i was able to grasp its meaning. in this booklet there are 30 volumes.
for me, this is the best volume. the translation of the tafsir into arabic, although
published in a language that is not the language of the quran, is very good because the
translation is very complete. the translator used in translating the quran is a master of
arabic and a scholar of the quran. so the translation is also good, and the tafsir in arabic
is easy to understand. the tafsir is very helpful to those who want to have a thorough
understanding of the verses of the quran and of the knowledge of the grammar of the
quran. therefore, every muslim who wants to understand the quran should read this
tafsir. as-salamu alaykum. the tafsir is very helpful to those who want to know the
quran. at the same time, those who do not have the time to read the tafsir, this is the
book to help understand the quran. therefore, when reading this tafsir is beneficial to
the person who understands the science and language of the quran. may allah bless
him. this book is very useful to those who want to learn the quran. the translator has
been very successful in translating the tafsir into arabic and has completed the 30
volumes in arabic. but to be able to read the tafsir, you need to learn arabic.
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when it comes to the tafsir, it is very important to know the prophet (s.a.w.s) correctly
and rightly. this book is very important because it was written by the friend of the

prophet (s.s) and it is written by the friend of the prophet (s.s), al-qasim ibn abd allah
ibn muhammad ibn abd al-rahman al-bujari. this book is the most important book in the
islamic world. this is the english translation of the commentary of the quran attributed

to imam abu muhammad hasan al askari (alaihi salam). while many ulama of the
twelver shia deem itdaeef (weak) other ulama of the twelver shia depended on this

tafsir and believed certainly it was imam al askaris tafsir. those who accept it include
shaikh as-saduq, shaikh at-tabarsi, al-muhaqqiq al-kurki, al-muhaqqiq agha buzurgh, ibn

shahrashub and al-muhaqqiq agha buzurgh. to read online, click here al-tafsir: the
commentary of the quran by abu hamid muhammad al-ghazali al-maturidi is a full

arabic commentary on the qur'an written by the great islamic scholar and exegete abu
hamid muhammad al-ghazali al-maturidi. it was originally published in 1317 a.h. in

baghdad and it is an invaluable commentary on quranic exegesis as well as a
comprehensive guide to muslim practice. it is a kind of islamic encyclopaedia and an
encyclopedia of classical sunni thought on a wide variety of issues. shaikh as-saduq
says, "i saw shaykh abdul qadir al-jilani in damascus, he recited some verses of the

quran to me and said: 'i have not seen anyone with a more deep insight into the quranic
verses." shaikh abu ali hajar tabarsi also says, "i have not seen a person with a more

deep insight into the verses of the quran than shaykh abdul qadir al-jilani." al-muhaqqiq
al-kurki says, "shaykh abdul qadir al-jilani is one of the greatest scholars in the islamic
world. he has the best understanding of the quran." the hadith of ibn abi shaibah which
he narrated on the authority of the prophet says, "do not abandon abdul qadir al-jilani
to anyone who wishes to know the qur'an because in him, the people of allah have a
guide." the hadith of ibn maajah, transmitted by abi zayd al-hasan, says, "i have not
seen a person who memorized the qur'an, memorized it, memorized it, memorized it,

memorized it and memorized it, as shaykh abdul qadir al-jilani. i have not seen a person
who has memorized the qur'an for more than twelve years, a greater than twelve years,
a greater than twelve years, a greater than twelve years, a greater than twelve years, a

greater than twelve years." 5ec8ef588b
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